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Hse example incident report form

Beta This is a new way to show advice - your feedback will help us improve it. This section lists HSE-approved forms to be used to report workplace accidents, illnesses, hazardous events and gas incidents. There are a number of ways you can report incidents: How to report an incident. Don't forget to look at the forms first, because there are different reporting mechanisms for the mining industries. More
information about RIDDOR. Your company's incident report form should make it easier to record the details of a workplace accident. Even in filling-up forms in a vacuum, a detailed description of the incident is required. This part of the report may be the hardest part to write. In this article, we provide samples of completed incident reports to help you hone your documentation skills. Jump to: What should an
incident report include? When should a report be completed? Report Errors to Avoid SampleExposure Incident Error Incident Report SampleFirst Aid Incident Report SampleIncident Report TemplateHazard Raising and Followup What should an incident report include? An incident report is an official record of the facts of a work-related accident, injury or near miss. Its primary purpose is to discover the
circumstances and conditions that led to the event in order to prevent future incidents. Each incident report you file must contain a minimum of the following: Type of incident (injury, near-accident, property damage or theft)Incidental IncidentAlssa narrative description of the incident, including sequence of events and results of the incidentInarys, if no treatment required, if a witness nameThe other workers
involvedVideo and/or 360 degrees of photographs of the scene include quantifiable measurements if possible. For example, the capacity of the scale is 250 lbs and the victim was lifting 300 lbs. Finally, when more than one person is injured in an incident, create a single report for each affected employee. While it is good to duplicate general details between reports of this nature, you will need to include
specific details to that person, such as the event from their point of view or medical records. When should an incident report be completed? Create an incident report as soon as your employees are safe. By immediately recording the details, you improve the accuracy of your report and the effects of your corrective actions. Although it may take a few days to complete your report, it should only take you
hours (or less) to start it. After an incident, secure the construction site of all and ensure that injured employees receive medical attention as needed. Start collecting facts for your report immediately after that. Depending on the policies of your company and your regulator, you may be legally required to complete an incident report within a certain time frame. In addition, you may need to send your report to
the organization's organization US Federal or State OSHA, for example, within a given time frame. Check out the federal incident reporting and record-keeping requirements for OSHA or visit your OSHA website for more details. Incident reporting errors to avoid blaming and just doing so are two common incident report errors that you should avoid. Incident reports are not created to find out who is to
blame. It's easy to go on a witch hunt when accidents happen. While staff should be held accountable (as required by company policy) when knowingly endangering others, the report should focus on improving workplace safety. If you make it clear that you will abide by company policy but are not held responsible, you increase the likelihood that employees will participate in your investigation of the incident
and provide honest witness statements. Also, if you rush into the report to get it right done, you may miss out on important details or lack clarity in the wording. Irresponsible reporting can lead your team to even greater danger, while detailed and clear reports can lead to improved working conditions and better training. Three incident report samples below are some sample incident report formats for three
common types of workplace accidents. Use them as guides to effectively describe events. Report on Injuries and Time Lost Incidents Sample If an injury requiring medical treatment, loss of time or a change in responsibilities occurs in your workplace, it is important to document it as soon as possible while the details are still fresh in memory. Here are some of the essential elements to include in your
description of the incident: Type of incident (injury, near miss, property damage or theft)Location (Address)Date/time of the incidentSsthe incident, including the precise location of the workplace, sequence of events, and event resultsWhat was or was not appropriate PPE was usedThe root cause of the incidentThe associated dangers raised and resolved as a result of the eventThe affected individual's
version of the eventsActions taken by the persons concerned after the IncidentSignation of InjuriesHow the decision was made to call (or not to call) emergency servicesThe treatment required FirstnamesSPhotographs of the scene Although the details above seem to be very much, mentioning them in the incident report paints a more accurate picture than ignoring the incident. It is important to include
information in the most detailed and concise way possible. Example of an incident report describing a serious injury in the Safesite app To write an incident report, use a narrative format. Just tell the story. Here is an example incident report of a description of a landslide or fall causing a fracture, written as a narrative: On Friday afternoon, February 3, 2019, at 14 p.m. in ABC Shipping Co. located in 13th
Avenue, Applewood, one of the warehouse workers (John Keegan) slipped and fell while carrying heavy (85 lbs) inventory. The root is considered the unavailability of a hand truck or pallet jack. Instead of waiting, John tried to carry the load himself. A second possible cause is the condition of John's EPI, especially his boots, which are very worn in some places. When John fell, his colleagues rushed to his
aid. Suspecting a fracture, the supervisor on the floor (Kathy Pickens) decided to call 911. John said he felt a little dizzy when he lost his balance and just tripped on his feet. He tried to minimize the damage to the load itself by falling, which may have led to a more awkward fall. Two of his colleagues said they noticed that he was having a little trouble before the fall, but were busy with their own tasks and felt
it would be rude to call him. See attached witness statements for more information. John was taken to a nearby hospital and a broken wrist was confirmed. John will be unemployed for several weeks. The supervisor is currently working with the security officer (Chris Darnell) to assess the condition of the floor, the number and condition of the hand trucks and pallet sockets on the ground, and the condition
of the boots provided by the company over two years. As you can see, including the full story, with small details and witness statements will help you investigate and recall the incident with greater clarity. After documenting the incident, you may have legal reporting requirements. Report and store files as required by your regulator. It is generally preferable to preserve records for the duration of the
employment. Exposure Incident Report Example When exposure to hazardous chemicals or pathogens occurs, it is important to carefully document the event in an incident report. Including the following details will make your exposure incident report more effective: Incident type (injury, near miss, property damage or theft)AddressDate/time of the affected person Supervisor's name, Description of the
incident, including location of specific workplace, sequence of events, and event resultsName of chemical/pathogen/carcinogen, quantity, concentration and description of hazard tags/safety data sheets (SDS)Exposure monitoring data, if available, whether a contaminated acute was involvedWho or not, an EPI was usedThe root cause of the incident The associated risks raised and resolved as a result of
the eventThe version of events of the person affected by the person affected after the incidentDescription of injuries, including including the part of the exposed body the exposed part of the exposure time and the size of the exposedSigns and symptoms displayedHow the decision was made to call (or not to call) emergency servicesThe required treatment Name (s)witness TestimoniesPhotographs of the
scene and danger tags involved A sample exposure incident report Here is an incident report sample description for overexposure by inhalation: Josh Lee, cargo handler in XYZ Lines, Shipping Lines, Shipping Lines, Shipping Lines, Shipping Lines, Shipping Lines, exposed to carbon monoxide fumes on December 2, 2017, Tuesday, from (estimated) from 7:30 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. He was at Unloading Bay B,
helping to unload some goods from various containers with the help of two forklift operators: Kit Stevens and Donald Summers, none of whom complained of symptoms. During unloading, Lee suddenly experienced light head and nausea. He informed his supervisor (Donna Martin) that he thought he was ill. Martin noticed that her symptoms were consistent with CO exposure, so she went to the area and
felt that the air quality seemed to be off. She used a sensor (Portable Direct Reading Monitor) and discovered that CO levels were on the high end, but within the acceptable limit: 30 PPM. Stevens and Summers were ordered to turn off the motor vehicles and sit in the fresh air for an hour while the ventilation system could be examined (see attached report). Lee was taken to hospital by Martin for
treatment. On the way, he complained of blurred vision briefly, but said he had cleared up when entering the emergency room. A full report will be attached once received. Lee's colleagues, Stevens and Summers, did not notice anything out of the ordinary with the air quality, but Summers acknowledged that at 11:00 a.m., his vehicle had been left running near the open end of a container for thirty minutes
while Lee adjusted two poorly arranged pallets just inside. There is no air quality data from that time on. Be sure to attach medical reports and lost working time, if any, to your initial report. Keep the report handy for the duration of the employee's term within the company, at a minimum. First aid Incident Report Example Some workplace accidents result in an injury that requires on-site or walk-in first aid
treatment. Often, workers can come back and finish their shift. The recording of an incident report is always of vital importance, even when it is not expressly required by regulators. An example of a mobile incident report describing a minor injury using Safesite Here is an example of a description of the incident report sample for incidents requiring first aid. May 12, 2019, around 9:34 a.m. At the King Street
yard, Michael Williams was struck by a nail gun that had been dropped by Carl Simone near the top of a staircase and gained momentum as he tumbled. Williams, who was nailing the drywall at the bottom of the stairs and wearing noise-cancelling headphones, eye protection and a short-sleeved shirt, was hit in the arm, causing bruising and He was treated with antiseptic ointment, antibiotic, bandage, and
a packet of ice on site. Williams returned to work in half an hour. Simone had shouted a warning after dropping the gun, but Williams said he didn't hear it. Simone said he simply lost his grip, but Williams said he felt the tool may have been swung before falling. No other witnesses witnessed the circumstances of the accident. Simone was wearing gloves when he dropped the Weapon. There are no
exceptional hazards associated with this incident and all workers will be reminded of the selection of gloves and tool handling at the next safety meeting. While you should always document injuries that require in-house first aid, you generally don't need to add them to your 300A form or other regulatory reports. In fact, this can unnecessarily increase your incident rate. An incident report model to improve
your system Your incident reporting system should allow your employees to easily document all the information listed in the samples above. If your incident forms are easy to complete in the field, you are more likely to enter accurate and timely information. Create an incident report, describe events, record witness statements and resolve hazards. Traditionally, companies used paper forms, but many
companies are now looking to secure software not only to document and store incidents, but also for problem areas of trend and to reveal security gaps. Safesite's incident report form can be completed on-site via the iOS or Android app. It includes locations to record details of the event, images of the scene and witness statements. It also allows you to increase the associated dangers and identify a root
cause. After completing your report in Safesite, you can immediately alert key personnel, tag other users, and create tracking security measures. Not ready to switch to mobile yet? Here's a paper template you can edit and use in the meantime: an incident report template that you can download or save in PDF format. Click on the image to see the model. Identifying and Resolving Hazards Many incidents
and near misses will involve hazards that could cause immediate or future damage to your employees if left unresolved. Whether it's tagging and removing damaged equipment from the service or the safe dismantling of corrupt structures, your incident reporting process isn't really over until you've solved the danger. To keep things simple, include hazard descriptions and actions on your incident reports.
With Safesite, you can create hazards from an incident report. Increased risk and resolution on an incident report application Go forth and report When writing incident reports, be objective on the details. Your main goal is to improve workplace safety and not point the finger at who is responsible. Staying true facts, you encourage employees to participate in your investigations. Improve your incident
reporting process with a digital reporting tool, such as Safesite, that integrates alerts and risk resolution. Digital reports automate part of the process, saving you time and reducing human error. Error. Error.
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